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MX2534 CASE EXPANSION TRANSDUCER SYSTEM

Datasheet

OVERVIEW 

The MX2534 Case Expansion Transducer System consists of a loop-powered 
DC Linear Variable Differential Transducer (LVDT) mounted in an appropriate 
enclosure.  The unit produces a 4-20mA signal that is directly proportional 
to the position of the LVDT plunger rod.   It can be externally powered, or 
when used with a SETPOINT Machinery Protection System UMM module, 
the UMM itself provides all necessary power.

The NEMA 4 enclosure provides physical protection of the LVDT and its cable 
connection.  The LVDT itself is a hermetically sealed unit rated to IP68.  It is 
designed for use in the moderately high steam environments and ambient 
temperatures found adjacent to an HP turbine case.  

The MX2534 is designed specifically to measure thermal expansion of steam 
turbine cases relative to their foundation.  The case expansion measurement 
is typically required as part of a suite of supervisory measurements on steam 
turbines in power generation service.  Refer to page 2 of this datasheet for 
additional details on the case expansion measurement. 

Connection to the MX2534 is made by means of the MX2531 cable 
assembly*, available in lengths up to 100 feet (30 m).  One end has an 
integral 6-pin MIL connector that mates directly to the LVDT; the other 
end is provided with flying leads, allowing transition to longer field wiring 
runs in a junction box.  

The MX2534 is available with or without a spring return mechanism.  When 
used without a spring return, the LVDT plunger rod is rigidly attached to 
a bracket on the turbine’s sliding foot, such that the plunger is pushed or 
pulled by the bracket as the turbine expands or contracts.  

When used with a spring return, the plunger rod is supplied with a rounded 
tip and merely rests against the sliding foot’s bracket.  As the turbine 
expands, the plunger is compressed.  As the turbine contracts, the internal 
spring mechanism pushes the plunger outward such that it is in constant 
contact with the bracket.   The selection of either version allows flexibility 
in retrofit situations, but the spring return version is more tolerant of side-
to-side and up-and-down movement that would otherwise strain the LVDT 
with a rigid bracket attachment scheme.  Because the spring mechanism is 
hermetically sealed inside the LVDT body, it is less prone to corrosion and 
wear than older designs with external spring mechanisms.  However, the 
spring return must be specified at time of ordering.  It is not an external 
assembly that can be retrofit to non-spring LVDTs. 

* NOTE:  In instances where a continuous run will be used between the 
LVDT and its associated monitoring system, the MX2531 cable assembly 
is not required.  One (1) mating connector (p/n 99501-026) is supplied 
loose with each MX2534 and does not need to be ordered separately.  This 
allows the installer to attach their own field wiring directly to the mating 
connector pins.     

APPLICATIONS

A steam turbine undergoes thermal expansion as its case heats during 
steam admission.  Likewise, it undergoes contraction as its case cools 
during steam reduction.  The extremely large casing sizes and extremely 
high steam temperatures of turbines used in electric power generation 
service can easily result in up to two inches (50 mm) of axial growth.  To 
accommodate this growth, the turbine’s case (shell) is rigidly attached to 
a foundation at one end, but allowed to float at the other end on special 
sliding feet.  If one or both feet become stuck, the casing cannot expand 

or contract properly, leading to a condition known as “cocked case” and 
subsequent extensive machinery damage if left unchecked. Therefore, 
operators monitor casing growth carefully, particularly during startup 
and shutdown conditions.

Referring to the figure below, the LVDT is rigidly attached to the turbine 
deck and its plunger is attached to one of the turbine’s sliding feet.  As 
the turbine case grows, the LVDT plunger will change position, allow-
ing precise measurement of growth.  The case expansion measurement 
typically uses two LVDTs (one on each sliding foot) to ensures that the 
case is growing equally on each side.  If one foot is stuck, an excessive 
differential reading (A-B) will be observed between the sides.    Operators 
typically set alarms on this differential to ensure a stuck foot condition 
can be detected and annunciated.  Most monitoring systems will also re-
turn the direct reading from each LVDT, ensuring that both the absolute 
amount of growth and the side-to-side difference in growth is available.
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Unless otherwise noted, all specifications are at 25° C and subject to 
change without notice. 

Electrical

Loop Supply Voltage 10 to 28 Vdc

Loop Resistance Min: 50Ω  
Max: Refer to figure below

Output 4-20 mA

Output Noise and Ripple ≤ 10 μA rms

Output Slope 4mA = core fully extended
20mA = core fully inserted

Scale Factor (SF) 1” Version 2” Version

16 mA/in 
(0.63 mA/mm)

8 mA/in 
(0.315 mA/mm)

Thermal Coefficient of SF -0.027%/° C (-0.015%/° F) (nominal)

Frequency Response (-3dB) 0-50 Hz (nominal)

Linearity Error < ± 0.25% of Full Range Output (FRO) 

Repeatability Error < ± 0.25% of FRO

Hysteresis Error < ± 0.25% of FRO

Nominal Range 1” Version 2” Version

1.00” (25.4 mm) 2.00 “ (50.8 mm)

Physical

Materials Housing: 16 GA mild steel, heat fused 
powder coat (ANSI/ASA 61 gray)
LVDT: 410-series Stainless Steel
MX2531 Cable Armor1: 304 SS

Weight Housing w/o LVDT: 2.7 kg (6 lbs)
LVDT: 0.2 kg (0.4 lbs) 

Dimensions See drawings on pages 3 and 4

Environmental

Operating Temperature -20 °C to +85 °C (0 °F to +185 °F)

Vibration tolerance 20 g (up to 2kHz)

Shock Survival 100 g, 11ms

Water / Dust NEMA 4 / IP66  (Housing) 
IP68 (LVDT)* 
* LVDT and integral connector are TIG 
   welded and hermetically sealed

ORDERING OPTIONS

MX2534-AAA-BB-CC 
Cable Assembly for Case Expansion Transducer

A A A Cable Length, in ft (increments of 2’ only)

0 1 0 10 feet

0 3 0 30 feet

0 5 0 50 feet

1 0 0 100 feet

X X X Other lengths, in feet (10’ min; 100’ max)

B B Cable Armor

0 0 No cable armor

0 1 With cable armor

C C Strain Relief

0 0 No strain reflief fitting

0 1 Strain relief fitting included1

NOTES:
1. Strain relief intended for installations where cable is not protected by conduit.  
Not required when conduit will be run directly to the MX 2534 housing.  Strain 
relief compatible with both armored and non-armored MX2531 cable.   Strain 
relief screws into the conduit hub included with MX2534, providing secure cable 
exit from housing. 

MX2534-A A - B B - C C 2

Case Expansion Transducer (DC 4-20 mA LVDT)

A A Rod Travel / Rod Length

0 1 1” travel / 5” rod length

0 2 2” travel / 6” rod length

9 9 Other3

B B Spring Return Option4

0 0 Spring Return not included 

0 1 Spring Return included 

C C Hazardous Area Approvals5

0 0 None

NOTES:
1. Optional; specify MX2531 ordering option BB=01.
2. MX2534 ships complete with ½“ NPT conduit hub (loose, not installed) and 
MIL-style mating connector for LVDT.  If a pre-assembled cable is desired, order 
p/n MX2531 in desired length (see Accessories). 
3. Lengths exceeding 2” may be required for some applications on extremely 
large turbines, and are available upon request; contact the factory.
4. This option must be specified at time of ordering.  Non-spring units cannot 
be converted to spring units because spring return mechanism is hermetically 
sealed within the LVDT. 
5. Hazardous area approvals are not available at this time as they are typically 
not required in power generation applications.

ACCESSORIES

MX2531   DC LVDT Cable Assembly
This cable assembly is used for runs up to 100’ between the LVDT and 
a junction box or monitoring system.  For longer lengths, field wiring 
can be attached directly to the loose connector (99510-026) that ships 
with the MX2534.  Alternatively, the pre-assembled cable can be used 
between the LVDT and a junction box, and field wiring can be used from 
the junction box to the monitoring system.  Armor cannot be trimmed 
to length in field and extends to within 2’ of cable end.

00

MAX. LOOP RESISTANCE VS. SUPPLY VOLTAGE
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SPARES AND REPLACEMENTS

The parts below are included with MX2534 (†) and/or MX2531 
(‡) and do not need to be ordered separately.  Use the part 
numbers below only when spares or replacement components 
are required.

Part # Description

99510-014†  1” LVDT without spring return

99510-015†   2” LVDT without spring return

99510-016†   1” LVDT with spring return

99510-017†   2” LVDT with spring return

99510-018†   LVDT Mounting Block (phenolic)

99510-023† LVDT extension rod, 5.00”

99510-022† LVDT extension rod, 6.50”

94008-004† ½” NPT conduit hub, Myers ST-1

99510-026†‡ 6-pin MIL connector; mates to LVDT

93818-003‡ Strain relief fitting1

OUTLINE DIAGRAMS
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